In [13] several periodic orbits of the Newtonian N -body problem have been found as minimizers of the Lagrangian action in suitable sets of T -periodic loops, for a given T > 0. Each of them share the symmetry of one Platonic polyhedron. In this paper we first present an algorithm to enumerate all the orbits that can be found following the proof in [13] . Then we describe a procedure aimed to compute them and study their stability. Our computations suggest that all these periodic orbits are unstable. For some cases we produce a computerassisted proof of their instability using multiple precision interval arithmetic.
Introduction
The existence of several periodic orbits of the Newtonian N -body problem has been proved by means of variational methods, see e.g. [7, 8, 12, 28, 29] . In most cases these orbits are found as minimizers of the Lagrangian action functional and the bodies have all the same mass. One difficulty with the variational approach is that the Lagrangian action functional A is not coercive on the whole Sobolev space of T -periodic loops, for which a natural choice is H 1 T (R, R 3 ). We can overcome this problem by restricting the domain of the action to symmetric loops or by adding topological constraints, e.g. [3, 10, 14] . Another difficulty is to prove that the minimizers are free of collisions. For this purpose we can use different techniques, like level estimates or local perturbations, see [4, 6, 20] . We observe that the existence of periodic orbits with different masses, minimizing the Lagrangian action, has been proved for the case of three bodies [5] . Moreover, also periodic orbits that are not minimizers have been found using the mountain pass theorem [2] .
Besides the theoretical approach, also numerical methods have been used to search for periodic motions in a variational context. The first evidence of the existence of a periodic orbit of the 3-body problem where three equal masses follow the same eight-shaped trajectory (the Figure  Eight) can be found in [21] . Several periodic motions with a rich symmetry structure can be found in [25, 26] , where the term choreography was first used to denote a motion of N equal masses on the same closed path equally shifted in phase. The introduction of rigorous numerical techniques, see [30] , led to computer-assisted proofs of the existence of periodic orbits in dynamical systems [19] . Numerical methods have been also used to study bifurcations and stability of such periodic orbits. For example the linear and KAM stability of the Figure Eight were first noticed in [27] . Later on these stability results were made rigorous with a computer-assisted proof [17, 18] .
In this paper we focus on periodic motions of the Newtonian N -body problem, with equal masses, sharing the symmetry of Platonic polyhedra. In particular we present an algorithm to enumerate all the orbits that can be found following the proof in [13] , which minimize the Lagrangian action in suitable sets of T -periodic loops, for a given T > 0. Then we describe a procedure aimed to compute them and study their stability. Our computations suggest that all these periodic orbits are unstable. For some cases we produce a computer-assisted proof of their instability using multiple precision interval arithmetic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the steps of the existence proof of non-collision minimizers of the action A. In Sections 3, 4 we present a method to enumerate all the periodic orbits and to compute them. The linear stability theory for this case is briefly reviewed in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe a procedure to check the conditions for stability with rigorous numerics, and we perform a computer-assisted proof of the instability for some of these orbits.
Proving the existence of non-collision minimizers
We recall the steps of the proof of the existence of the periodic orbits given in [13] . Let us fix a positive number T and let R be the rotation group of one of the five Platonic polyhedra. We consider the motion of N = |R| particles with unitary mass. Let us denote by u I : R → R 3 the map describing the motion of one of these particles, that we call generating particle. Assume that (a) the motion u R , R ∈ R \ {I} of the other particles fulfills the relation
(b) the trajectory of the generating particle belongs to a given non-trivial free homotopy class of R 3 \ Γ, where Γ = ∪ R∈R\{I} r(R), with r(R) the rotation axis of R.
(c) there exist R ∈ R and M > 0 such that
for all t ∈ R.
Imposing the symmetry (1), the action functional of the N -body problem depends only on the motion of the generating particle and it is expressed by
We search for periodic motions by minimizing A on subsets K of a Sobolev space of T -periodic maps. More precisely we choose the cones
Encoding K and existence of minimizers
We describe two ways to encode the topological constraints defining the cones K. LetR be the full symmetry group (including reflections) related to R. The reflection planes induce a tessellation of the unit sphere S 2 , as shown in Figure 1 , with 2N spherical triangles. Each vertex of such triangles corresponds to a pole p ∈ P = Γ ∩ S 2 . Let us select one triangle, say τ . By a suitable choice of a point q ∈ ∂τ (see Figure 1 ) we can define an Archimedean polyhedron Q R , which is the convex hull of the orbit of q under R, and therefore it is strictly related to the symmetry group R. For details see [13] . We can characterize a cone K by a periodic sequence t = {τ k } k∈Z of triangles of the tessellation such that τ k+1 shares an edge with τ k and τ k+1 = τ k−1 for each k ∈ Z. This sequence is uniquely determined by K up to translations, and describes the homotopy class of the admissible paths followed by the generating particle (see Figure 2 , left). We can also characterize K by a periodic sequence ν = {ν k } k∈Z of vertexes of Q R such that the segment [ν k , ν k+1 ] is an edge of Q R and ν k+1 = ν k−1 for each k ∈ Z. Also the sequence ν is uniquely determined by K up to translations, and with it we can construct a piecewise linear loop v, joining consecutive vertexes ν k with constant speed, that represents a possible motion of the generating particle (see Figure 2 , right). The existence of a minimizer u * I of A restricted to a cone K = K(ν) can be shown by standard methods of calculus of variations, provided that
where t is the sequence of spherical triangles corresponding to K. Condition (5) means that the trajectory of the generating particles does not wind around one rotation axis only: this ensures the coercivity of the action functional and therefore a minimizer exists. For later use we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 1. We say that a cone K is 'simple' if the corresponding sequence t does not contain a string τ k . . . τ k+2o such that
where p ∈ P and o is the order of p.
Definition 2. We say that a cone K winds around two coboundary axes if i) the corresponding sequence t is the union of two strings, τ kj . . . τ kj +2oj , j = 1, 2, such that
where o j is the order of p j , for two different poles p 1 , p 2 ;
ii) there exists τ k ∈ t such that p 1 , p 2 ∈ τ k .
To show that for a suitable choice of K the minimizers are collision-free we consider total and partial collisions separately.
Total collisions
We note that a total collision of the N particles occurs at time t c iff u I (t c ) = 0. If there is a total collision then, by condition (c), there are M of them per period. For a minimizer u * I with a total collision we can give the following a priori estimate for the action (see [13, Section 5] ):
where α R,M depends only on M and T . Rounded values of α R,M for T = 1 are given in Table  1 . For some sequences ν, the action of the related piecewise linear loop v is lower than α R,M . Therefore, minimizing the action over the cones K defined by such sequences yields minimizers without total collisions. The action of the piecewise linear loop v can be computed explicitly and it is given by
where k 1 , k 2 are the numbers of sides of the two different kinds (i.e. separating different pairs of polygons) in the trajectory of v, is the length of the sides (assuming Q R is inscribed in the unit sphere) and ζ 1 , ζ 2 are the values of explicitly computable integrals, see Table 2 . Relations (6) and (7) Table 2 : Numerical values of , ζ1, ζ2.
Partial collisions
Because of the symmetry a partial collision occurs at time t c iff u I (t c ) ∈ Γ \ {0}, that is when the generating particle passes through a rotation axis r. Indeed, in this case all the particles collide in separate clusters, each containing as many particles as the order of r. We summarize below the technique used in [13] to deal with partial collisions. We can associate to a partial collision two unit vectors n + , n − , orthogonal to the collision axis r, corresponding to the ejection and collision limit directions respectively. By means of these vectors we can define a collision angle θ and, assuming that K is simple, we have
where o r is the order of the maximal cyclic group related to the collision axis r. If θ = 2π we can exclude partial collisions by local perturbations, constructed by using either direct or indirect arcs [9] , and with a blow up technique [12] . If θ = 2π, then
ii) the plane π r,n generated by r and n = n ± is fixed by some reflectionR ∈R, and we say that the partial collision is of type (⇒). In this case we cannot exclude the singularity by a local perturbation because the indirect arc is not available. However, it turns out that in this case the trajectory of the generating particle must lie on a reflection plane, bouncing between two coboundary rotation axes. We conclude that, provided that K is simple and it does not wind around two coboundary axes, the minimizer u * I of the action A restricted to K is free of partial collision, hence it is a smooth periodic solution of the N -body problem.
1. Find the maximal admissible length l max and other constraints on the length l.
2. Construct all the periodic sequences ν of vertexes of the Archimedean polyhedron Q R .
3. Exclude the sequences that wind around one axis only or around two coboundary axes.
4. Exclude the sequences that do not respect the additional choreography symmetry (2).
5. Exclude the sequences that give rise to non simple cones.
Constraints on the length
To exclude total collisions we use (6) and (7). If v is the piecewise linear loop defined by the sequence ν, the relation A(v) < α R,M can be rewritten as
Since the coefficients ζ 1 and ζ 2 are positive, for each M there exist only a finite number of positive integers (k 1 , k 2 ) fulfilling (8) . Given R ∈ {T , O, I}, taking the maximal value of k 1 + k 2 we get a constraint on the maximal length l max = l max (M ) of the sequence ν, see Table 3 . On the other hand, we can also give a constraint on the minimal length l min . In fact, a periodic sequence of length l ≤ 5 either winds around one axis only or encloses two coboundary axes. However, for all the five Platonic polyhedra there exists at least a good sequence ν of length 6: for this reason we set l min = 6.
Furthermore, in the case of R = T , O we cannot have M = 1. In fact:
-if R = T , l max (1) = 4, therefore we cannot construct any good sequence ν.
-if R = O, l max (1) = 6, and the only sequences of length 6 that do not wind around two coboundary axes have M = 2.
Periodic sequences construction
To know which vertexes are reachable from a fixed vertex V j of Q R , we interpret the polyhedron as a connected graph: in this manner we have an adjacency matrix A associated to the graph. In this matrix we want to store the information about the kind of sides connecting two different vertexes. The generic entry of A is
1 if the vertex i and the vertex j are connected by a side of type 1, 2 if the vertex i and the vertex j are connected by a side of type 2, 0 otherwise.
For a fixed length l ∈ {l min , . . . , l max }, we want to generate all the sequences of vertexes with that length, starting from vertex 1. Because of the symmetry, we can select the first side arbitrarily, while in the other steps we can choose only among 3 different vertexes, since we do not want to travel forward and backward along the same side. Therefore, the total number of sequences with length l is 3 l−1 . To generate all these different sequences we produce an array of choices c = (c 1 , . . . , c l ) such that c 1 = 1 and c j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j = 2, . . . , l. Each entry tells us the way to construct the sequence: if v 1 , v 2 , v 3 are the number of the vertexes reachable from ν j (with v i sorted in ascending order), then ν j+1 = v cj . All the different 3 l−1 arrays of choices can be generated using an integer number k ∈ {0, . . . , 3 l−1 − 1}, through its base 3 representation.
Winding around one axis only or two coboundary axes
To check whether a closed sequence winds around one axis only we have to take into account the type of Archimedean polyhedron Q R . In the cases R = T , O it is sufficient to count the number m of different vertexes appearing in ν. If m = 3, 4 then ν winds around one axis only. The case of R = I is different, since also pentagonal faces appear. If m = 5, to check this property we can take the mean of the coordinates of the touched vertexes and control whether it coincides with a rotation axis or not. We note that for M different from 1, a periodic sequence satisfying the choreography condition (10), introduced in the next paragraph, cannot wind around two coboundary axes. For this reason we decided to avoid performing this additional control, since M = 1 is possible only in the case of R = I. In this case we exclude the non-admissible sequences in a non-automated way, looking at them one by one. We point out that such a sequence can be of three different types:
1. a pentagonal face and a triangular face sharing a vertex; 2. a pentagonal face and a square face sharing a side; 3. a square face and a triangular face sharing a side.
The sequences that travel along the boundary of two square faces sharing a vertex winds around two axes too, but these axes are not coboundary, thus we have to keep them.
Choreography condition
Condition (2) is satisfied if and only if there exists a rotation R ∈ R such that
for some integer k, where η R denotes the permutation of the vertexes of Q R induced by R. To check condition (10), we have to construct η R . Let V 1 , . . . , V N ∈ R 3 be the coordinates of all the vertexes of Q R : since each rotation R leaves Q R unchanged, it sends vertexes into vertexes. Therefore, we construct the matrices η R such that
It results that each η R ∈ R N ×N is a permutation matrix. The product of η R with the vector v = (1, . . . , N ) T provides the permutation of {1, . . . , N }. At this point, given a rotation R, we are able to write the permuted sequence η R ν: we can simply check that (10) holds by comparing the sequences ν and η R ν. Moreover, if the condition is satisfied, we compute the value M = k ν /k, where k ν is the minimal period of ν.
Simple cone control
Definition 1 of simple cones is given by using the tessellation of the sphere induced by the reflection planes of the Platonic polyhedra. To decide whether a cone K is simple or not, we must translate this definition into a condition on the sequence of vertexes. We observe that the only way to produce a non-simple cone is by traveling all around the boundary of a face F of Q R : for the cone K, being simple or not depends on the order of the pole associated to F and on the way the oriented path defined by ν gets to the boundary of F and leaves it. We discuss first the case of a triangular face, pointing out that it is associated to a pole p of order three. (Fig. 3, top left) ;
ii) the path defined by ν accesses and leaves F through the same side, i.e. (Fig. 3, top right) ;
iii) the path defined by ν accesses and leaves F through two different sides describing an angle θ > π around p (Fig. 3, bottom left) ; iv) the path defined by ν accesses and leaves F through two different sides describing an angle θ < π around p (Fig. 3 , bottom right). In the first three cases, the sequence ν defines a non-simple cone, while case iv) is the only admissible situation for a simple cone. Cases iii) and iv) can be distinguished by the sign of
If this sign is positive we have case iii), if negative case iv). This argument concludes the discussion about triangular faces. Actually, we can see that the same argument can be used for square and pentagonal faces, provided that the associated poles have order greater than two. However, in the case R = O, we can find poles of order two associated to square faces. In this situation there is no way to travel all around the square face and get a simple cone.
Summary of the procedure
Now we summarize the procedure that we adopt. For each admissible value of M (see Table 1 ) we observe that M divides the possible lengths l ∈ {l min , . . . , l max (M )} of the sequence ν. Then, for each integer h ∈ {0, . . . , 3 l/M −1 − 1} we perform the following steps:
1. construct the array of choices c corresponding to h;
2. generate the sequenceν on the basis of c, starting from vertex number 1. Note thatν is a sequence with length l/M + 1;
3. control whether η Rν1 =ν l/M +1 for some R ∈ R. In this case we extendν to a sequence ν with length l + 1, using the choreography condition (10);
4. check whether ν is periodic or not;
5. compute the minimal period k ν of ν;
6. check whether ν winds around one axis only or not;
7. check whether (10) holds or not; if it holds, check whether the ratio k ν /k is equal to M or not;
8. compute the values of k 1 , k 2 and check whether (8) holds or not;
9. check whether the cone K = K(ν) is simple or not.
If the sequence ν passes all the controls above, then there exists a collision-free minimizer of the action A restricted to K.
Results
The lists of good sequences found by the algorithm described in Section 3.6 for the three groups T , O, I are available at [11] . Here we list only the total number of good sequences (i.e. leading to collision-free minimizers and then classical periodic orbits) for the different polyhedra, in Table  4 . All the periodic orbits listed in [13] were found again with this procedure. Table 4 : Total number of sequences ν found for Q T , Q O , Q I respectively, from the left to the right.
We point out that we can identify two different sequences ν,ν if there exists a symmetry S of the polyhedron Q R such that η R ν =ν, where η R still denotes the permutation of the vertexes induces by the symmetry S. The results are presented using this identification.
Numerical computation of the orbits
We describe the procedure that we have used to compute the periodic orbits described in the previous sections. Given the sequence ν, first we search for a Fourier polynomial approximating the minimizer of the action functional A in K = K(ν). Then we refine the approximation by a multiple shooting method that takes into account the symmetry of the orbit.
Approximation with Fourier polynomials
Following [22] and [25] , we want to find an approximation of the motion minimizing the action functional A. To discretize the infinite dimensional set of T -periodic loops, we take into account the truncated Fourier series at some order F M . We consider only loops u : [0, T ] → R 3 of the form
where a k , b k ∈ R 3 are the Fourier coefficients. Restricting A to loops of the form (11) we obtain a function A : R 3(2F M +1) → R that discretizes the action functional. This function is defined (neglecting the constant factor N ) by
where
The derivatives with respect to the Fourier coefficients are
Note that these derivatives may be large for high frequencies because of the term k 2 , and this leads to an instability of the classical gradient method (see [22] ). In [22] the authors propose a variant of the gradient method avoiding this problem. If a k is the k-th Fourier coefficient at some iteration, we obtain the new coefficient a k for the successive step by adding
and similarly for the coefficients b k . This means that the decay rate in the Fourier coefficients is controlled by a parameter δτ k which depends also on the order k of the harmonic. If we set
where δ > 0 is a small positive constant, this removes the high frequency instability.
To stop the iterations we could check the value of the residual acceleration, i.e. the difference between the acceleration computed from u(t) and the force acting on the generating particle at time t. However, this in practice can be done only when there are no close encounters between the bodies. In fact, when a passage near a collision occurs, we have to choose a very large value of F M (see [25] ) to obtain a better approximation, and this slows down the computations. For this reason we choose to stop the iterations also when the increments δa k , δb k become small, as suggested in [22] .
Shooting method
In order to refine the computation of the orbits, we use a shooting method in the phase space of the generating particle, starting from the Fourier polynomial approximations. The goal is to solve the problem ẋ = f (x),
where x = (u,u) ∈ R 6 , S is the matrix
with R ∈ R and M > 0 given by condition (c). The differential equation in (17) comes from the Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional defined by (3). Fixed n points 0 = τ 0 < τ 1 < · · · < τ n = T /M , we define the function G : R 6n → R 6n as
where the points x i = (u(τ i ),u(τ i )) correspond to a discretization of the position and velocity of the generating particle, modeled with the Fourier polynomial approximation. If we have a T -periodic solution x(t) satisfying (17) , the function G evaluated at
vanishes. To search for the zeros of G we use a least-squares approach: we set
and search for the absolute minimum points by a modified Newton method. The derivatives of F are
The Jacobian matrix of G is 
If X denotes the new value of X at some iteration of the modified Newton method and ∆X = X − X, at each step we solve the linear system
where the entries of the matrix A are
i.e. we consider only an approximation of the second derivatives (20) of F . However, A is singular at the minimum points, since we are free to choose the initial point along the periodic orbits. This degeneracy can be avoided as in [1] , by adding the condition on the first shooting point
to (22), where x 0 , ∆x 0 are the first components of X, ∆X. The system of equations (22), (23) has 6n + 1 equations and 6n unknowns, and we can solve it through the SVD decomposition, thus obtaining the value of ∆X. We have performed the integration of the equation of motion and of the variational equation with both the DOP853 and the RADAU IIA integrators, available at [15] .
Linear stability
We study the stability of the orbit of the generating particle, whose dynamics is defined by (17) . This corresponds to study the stability of the periodic orbit of the full N -body problem with respect to symmetric perturbations. However, if the orbit of the generating particle is unstable, also the full orbit of N -body is unstable.
From the standard Floquet theory we know that the monodromy matrix M(T ) is a 6 × 6 real symplectic matrix with a double unit eigenvalue, one arising from the periodicity of the orbit and the other one from the energy conservation. Since M(T ) is symplectic, we have only three possibilities for the remaining eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 : 1) some of them are real and λ 1 λ 2 = 1, λ 3 λ 4 = 1;
As in [17] , we can give a stability criterion using the values T 1 = λ 1 + λ 2 and T 2 = λ 3 + λ 4 . The characteristic polynomial of the monodromy matrix is
Let us denote by d ij the generic entry of the monodromy matrix, and set
From the expressions of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial we obtain
It turns out that T 1 and T 2 are the roots of the polynomial of degree two
We use the following result, see [17] .
Lemma 1. Let T 1 , T 2 the roots of the polynomial (25) . The eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix lie on the unit circle if and only if
Proof. The hypothesis ∆ > 0 yields that T 1 , T 2 are real and distinct. This excludes condition 2) above. We also exclude condition 1), because in this case we have
The only possibility is the third, that is the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix lie on the unit circle.
By this Lemma we avoid the numerical computation of the eigenvalues and we can establish the stability of the orbit simply by computing the roots of a polynomial of degree two, whose coefficients depend only on the entries of the monodromy matrix M(T ).
Moreover, for symmetric periodic orbits we can factorize M(T ) as in [24] :
where M(t) is the fundamental solution of the variational equation at time t. This means that we can integrate the variational equation only over the time span [0, T /M ] and we can study the stability by applying Lemma 1 to the matrix S T M(T /M ). Our numerical computations suggest that all the periodic orbits found in Section 3 are unstable. Non rigorous numerical values of ∆, T 1 , T 2 for several cases can be found at [11] . To make rigorous the results, we have to integrate the equation of motion using interval arithmetic ( [23] ), as explained in the next section.
Validation of the results
We use interval arithmetic to obtain rigorous estimates of the initial condition of a periodic orbit and its monodromy matrix. Using these estimates we can give a computer-assisted proof of the instability of such orbit. To integrate rigorously a system of ODEs we use the C 1 -Lohner algorithm [30] implemented in the CAPD library [16] , which is based on a Taylor method to solve the differential equations. Given a set of initial conditions and a final time τ , this algorithm produces an enclosure of the solution and of its derivatives with respect to the initial conditions at time τ .
Denoting by (u,u) ∈ R 6 the position and the velocity of the generating particle, system (17) has the first integral of the energy
Fix the value of the energy and use a surface of section to search for the periodic orbit. More precisely, we use the Poincaré first return map
where u 3 is the third component of u and h is the value of the energy of an approximated initial condition (u 0 ,u 0 ). This condition is computed from the solutionũ(t) obtained with the shooting method explained in Section 4.2, which is propagated to reach the plane u 3 = 0. Up to a rotation R ∈ R, we can always assume thatũ(t) passes through this plane.
To compute an enclosure of the initial condition we use the interval Newton method (see, for instance, [23] ). Given a box B ⊂ Σ around (u 0 ,u 0 ) we define the interval Newton operator as
where f(u,u) = p(u,u) − (u,u) and [df(B)] denotes the interval enclosure of df(B). If we are able to verify that
then from the interval Newton theorem there exists a unique fixed point in B for the Poincaré map p, and therefore a unique initial condition for the corresponding periodic orbit. Given a box B that satisfies (28), we use the C 1 -Lohner algorithm to compute an enclosure for M(T /M ). Then, using the factorization (27), we can compute also an enclosure for the values of ∆, T 1 , T 2 and verify whether the hypotheses of Lemma 1 hold or not.
Numerical tests
We have applied the method described above to give a rigorous proof of the instability of the periodic orbits listed in Table 5 .
1 The N -body motion corresponding to the selected cases is displayed in Figure 4 .
Hereafter we shall use a notation similar to [17, 18] Table 5 : List of sequences used in the tests. The labels correspond to the enumeration used in the website [11] . Figure 4 : Periodic motions of the N bodies corresponding to the sequences listed in Table 5 . The solid black curve represents the trajectory of the generating particle.
for the interval [12.34567891234, 12 .34567895678].
For the four selected cases in Table 5 we checked that condition (28) holds using multiple precision interval arithmetic. This ensures the existence of an initial condition for the orbits in the selected box B. When the bodies do not undergo close approaches, as in the cases of ν 16 and ν 43 , the inclusion can be checked with a much larger box. On the other hand, when close approaches occur, as in the cases of ν 1 and ν 27 , we are forced to use a very tiny box, a longer mantissa and a higher order for the Taylor method (see Table 6 ). This increases significantly the computational time. To show the instability of these orbits we prove that conditions (26) are violated. For ν 16 and ν 43 these computations are successful even using only double precision interval arithmetic. In the other two cases we need multiple precision and a higher order for the Taylor method. As we can see from Table 6 , the value of T 1 is well above 2, that yields a computer-assisted proof of the instability of these four test orbits. In Table 7 we report also the non-rigorous values of ∆, 
Conclusions and future work
Using the algorithm described in Section 3, we created a list of all the periodic orbits of the Nbody problem whose existence can be proved as in [13] , where only a few of them were listed. We also set up a procedure aimed to compute these orbits, and investigated the stability for a large number of them. All the solutions found with the rotation groups {T , O} appear to be unstable, with a large value of |T 1 | or |T 2 | (see the website [11] for the results). Using multiple precision interval arithmetic, we were able to make rigorous these results for a few orbits, producing a computer-assisted proof of their instability. From the numerical point of view, the main difficulty is to automatize the choice of the parameters appearing in the computations: the order of the Fourier polynomials, the number of shooting points, the size of the boxes, the order of the Taylor method, the mantissa size for multiple precision computations, etc. Moreover, when the bodies undergo close approaches a longer computational time is needed to check whether condition (28) holds, because a larger size of the mantissa is required. This requires a long computational time. For these reasons we performed interval arithmetic computations only for a few orbits in our list.
We have also to point out that there is no guarantee that the computed periodic solutions correspond to minimizers of the action A, whose existence have been assessed in Sections 2, 3. Indeed, with the proposed procedure, we first search for a minimizer of A in a finite dimensional set of Fourier polynomials by a gradient method, decreasing the value of the action; then we refine these solutions by a shooting method. This algorithm is meant to obtain local minima of the action A. However, there is no proof, not even computer-assisted, that the computed solutions minimize the action A in the cone K. We plan to investigate this aspect in the future.
As a final remark, we observe that the procedure described in Section 6 can also be used to prove the existence of periodic orbits not included in our list. For example, the sequence ν = [1, 3, 7, 18, 20, 24, 12, 4, 9, 17, 19, 21, 23, 14, 1] , of vertexes of Q O does not satisfy the condition on the maximal length (8): in fact it has M = 2, l max (2) = 12 and the length of ν is 14. This means that we cannot exclude total collisions. However, the validity of condition (28) can be checked numerically. Using the approximated orbit obtained with multiple shooting, we were able to check that (28) holds using a box with size 2 · 10 −14 . In this way, we have a computer-assisted proof of the existence of a periodic orbit belonging to K(ν), represented in Figure 5 . that yields a rigorous proof of the instability of this orbit.
